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How to use "Copy" function
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① Copy entire rows 

- When :  Want to fill entire rows with a single value 

- How :  Select the row with the value you want to copy, right-click and select 

“Copy entire rows”. The value fills the entire rows.

① Copy entire rows below 

- When :  Want to fill certain (here to the end) rows with a single value 

- How :   Select the row with the value you want to copy, right-click and select “Copy entire

rows below”. The value fills the below rows.

① Copy  

- When : Want to fill certain (selected) rows with a single value 

- How :  Select the rows you want to fill with the single value. One row should be filled with 

the value you want to copy. Right-click and select “Copy”. The value fills the selected rows.
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① Sample Type:  Select your sample type

- DNA: Choose in case PCR amplification is required

- Others (gDNA extraction required): Choose in case you send tissue 

or other type of samples that need gDNA extraction

② Sample Species:  Select your sample’s species for reference

- Options: Human, Animal, Plant, Bacteria, Fungi, Etc.

**If you don’t know well, please select ‘Etc’.

- gDNA extraction for Plant has extra charge than other type of species

③ Sample Subtype:  Select your sample’s subtype if necessary

④ PCR Type:  Select the type of PCR amplification service that you need

- Standard PCR: PCR conditions provided by customer. Gel electrophoresis report not included

- Customized PCR:  Suitable for complicated sample template 

(e.g. FFPE, nested PCR amplification, etc.). Gel electrophoresis report included

- Gradient PCR:  Recommended for unknown PCR condition, and we will find optimum          

annealing temperature for your primer sets
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① Sequencing primers: This field is available when you selected “Other primer” in “Primer type” 

section. If you want to use other primers for sequencing (not PCR primers), please indicate Forward 

and Reverse sequencing primer name.

1
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① Primer sequence:  Input primer sequences. Only English alphabet is allowed

② Product Size (bp): Indicate the expected size of PCR product

③ Annealing TM: Indicate the Annealing temperature (°C) of your primers
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① Difficult Sequencing :  Recommended for difficult sample templates

(ex: samples that have high GC%, Repeats, etc.)

1

① Primer Type:   Select your primer type

- Universal :  Macrogen’s in-house Universal primers

- Enclosed :  If you are sending your own primers enclosed in your sample package.                

For your own primers you need to indicate primer concentration

- Synthesis: If you need us to synthesize your own primers

- Stored:  If you have used the same primer in previous orders.

The primer name must be exactly the same as previous primers

Standard PCR + Purification
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① Input all the information for billing and select the option

for “Blast service” and “Storage Period“  and click [Submit] 
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① DHL / FedEx/ UPS:  Click to generate Tracking Number. You need to indicate your address only

② Print Order Barcode:  Print your order number and enclose it in your sample package
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